
 
 
                     

Use Case:  Model Accuracy Monitoring and Retraining in Smart City 

Solutions 

 

Client Overview: 

A pioneering European Technology company renowned for its prowess in delivering innovative 

Smart City solutions. 

 

Business Challenge: 

In the ever-evolving landscape of Smart City solutions, our European Technology client confronted 

the challenge of maintaining peak model accuracy over time. The dynamic environment demanded 

an advanced framework to assess model accuracy in real-world conditions and a retraining module 

to ensure ongoing adaptability to changing scenarios. 

 

Solution: Empowering Continuous Model Excellence 

Together, we forged a comprehensive solution strategy that reshaped how Smart City solutions 

approached model quality and retraining: 

 

▪ Monitoring Framework for Model Accuracy: We crafted a monitoring framework that 

vigilantly tracked model accuracy within the production environment. This real-time 

assessment empowered stakeholders to grasp the immediate impact of introducing new 

categories or detecting gradual performance degradation over time. 

 

 

▪ Swift Model Retraining: Recognizing the criticality of timely retraining, we developed a 

module to expedite the process. However, challenges emerged due to data imbalance and 

bias. In response, we introduced synthetic data to counter these issues, ensuring the 

retraining process remained robust and unbiased. 

 

▪ Containerized Retraining Pipeline: We containerized the retraining pipeline, elevating its 

portability and efficiency. The pipeline was then exposed as an API to the web application, 

democratizing access to model retraining insights for non-data science personnel. 

 

▪ Empowering Non-Data Science Teams: The web application provided a transparent window 

into model behaviour and the rationale behind ongoing retraining. Non-data science 

professionals gained the ability to comprehend the necessity for retraining and even initiate 

model retraining themselves. 

 



 
 
                     

Outcome 

The collaborative efforts led to transformative outcomes, propelling Smart City solutions to new 

heights: 

▪ Model Resilience: The monitoring framework enabled proactive identification of model 

quality shifts, guaranteeing a consistent performance benchmark even amidst dynamic real-

world changes.  

 

▪ Efficient Retraining: The streamlined retraining pipeline, fortified by synthetic data, ensured 

timely model updates that countered data imbalances and bias, leading to superior 

accuracy. 

 

▪ Decentralized Expertise: The web application's user-friendly interface extended the power 

of model retraining insights to non-data science personnel, democratizing model adaptation 

strategies. 

Technology Landscape: 

▪ Our solution drew upon a range of advanced technologies, including Python, Deep Learning, 

BERT, Django, and React JS. 

Through our strategic partnership, the European Technology company redefined their approach to 

model quality assessment and ongoing retraining, underlining the potential of transparent insights 

and seamless adaptability in shaping the landscape of Smart City solutions. This innovation not only 

elevated their Smart City offering but also illuminated the future of intelligent urban development. 

 

 


